Nissan xterra transmission

Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our
lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than
three repairs. To see how frequently Nissan Xterra problems occur, check out our car reliability
stats. All years. Nissan Xterra repairs by problem area. Nissan Xterra transmission repair cost
distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on
74 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself
repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. I didn't abuse it, there was obviously a
mechanical issue with it. The dealership repaired the clutch under warranty and it was at the
dealership from sat. Needed to be resealed. Bearing replaced. Drive shaft replaced under
extended warranty. Rear pinion bearings went bad. Replaced all bearings, gears, and seals in
rear axle. Nissan motor replaced the entire rear axle assembly. I had to pay for the labor to
install and 2 days of a car rental. My truck was 18k outside of warranty. Repair normally cost
Repaired and refilled under Powertrain Warranty. The repair would have been less but I had
them replace both sides since they had the differential open. Replaced with factory new
transmission. Attempted "good faith" repair from Nissan - abandoned effort after Nissan
demanded owner pay to replicate two months of troubleshooting. Removed axle, replaced seal,
reinstalled axle, replaced emergency brakes and rear brakes. I suspected the rear u-joint, and
that's what it was. The dealer scheduled me in and had it replaced in about 4 hours. Disabled
OD and made it home. Coolant in trans fluid. Bypassed trans cooler, installed second cooler
and electric fan. Drained fluid, flushed not power flushed and replaced fluid 'til clean. The dealer
recommended replacing the axle shaft and associated seal. The rear differential was replaced.
Replaced them with greaseable ujoints. Front drive axel. Only the front rear was bad but
replaced both. Do not use a hammer to remove old u-joints. You'll bend the ears and the clips
will not seat. Auto part places usually have a press you can rent free. Replaced seals, bearings.
Leakage also ruined parking brake shoes; replaced. Nissan parts very costly, and laborious to
replace thus the high repair cost. This problem is chronic on these vehicles. Repair took a long
time because the independent shop would not listen to directions and they left the differential in
the locked position. The lining wore out and the flywheel warped. Dealer diagnosed and
replaced worn U-joint on front prop shaft of driveshaft. I was told by the shop that this is a
common issue with xterra and Pathfinders. It has had the vibration for about a year. Replaced
axle seal. Warranty first refused until Nissan threatened with legal action. Successful repair
using a non-Nissan replacement carrier. Destroyed transmission. Had at dealer at 59k and they
said all was fine. Now out of warranty, they said Too Bad. Transmission failed and was then
replaced. Was stuck in limp mode, check engine light came on. Valve body replaced. A
Transmission flush and new filter took care of the problem. Still driving around locally until she
dies. The transmission was disassembled and everything else was fine. The torque converter
has been replaced and the Xterra drives much better now. See TrueDelta's information for all
Nissan models. Nissan Xterra Transmission Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page
to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. After buying the xterra
new the clutch completely failed at km. Car was making a clicking sound while driving,
inspected rear differential and discovered bearing was cracked. CV boot on rear drive shaft tore
and leaked grease. Damage was caused by owner off roading vehicle. Rear axle assembly rear
diff and axle shafts failure. Known failure of cooling system leading to mixing of engine coolant
with transmission fluid leading to transmission failure and need for replacement. Transfer case
leak at rear pinion seal. Replaced both front u-joints and the forward rear u-joint, the rear of the
rear u-joint is non replaceable. Replace leaking axle seal on passenger side. Right rear axle seal
failed, grease leaking into parking brake drum. Replaced axle seal, replaced bearing must be
destroyed to access seal , replaced parking brake shoes, adjust parking brake, clean brake
drum. Progressive failure of transmission synchros. Rear half-axles were replaced because
differential fluid was leaking out past the seals, as per Nissan TSB. Neutral position sensor
needed to be replaced, as cruise control would not hold speed. Right rear axle shaft seal leaked
oil onto rear brakes and emergency brakes. I noticed a vibration between mph that got slightly
worse over the course of a week. Replaced rear drive shaft. It was worn and causing the car to
shake at high speeds. Vehicle shuddered in overdrive. No further issue. The rear axle is leaking
fluid at the driver side seal. The rear differential bearing failed and created a noticeable
vibration. Front two ujoints needed to be replaced. Replaced bad u-joint. Leaks in the center and
rear differentials were fixed, nearly all labor and fluids that needed to be replaced. Both rear axle
bearing seals leaking. Rear differential bearings needed to be replaced. Noticed vibration at
speed and repetitive clunky noise not related to engine RPM as vehicle coasted to a stop.
Transmission died and took radiator with it. The transmission started vibrating in a certain gear
and power load. Rear axle seal on drivers side of vehicle had started leaking. Rear Differential
exploded. Radiator had internal failure causing ATF and anti freeze to mix. Sudden, electrical

failure. Both front u-joints replaced because of significant vibration between mph. Transmission
solenoid replaced. Vehicle would not shift into any gears other than 4 or 5. Leaking
transmission cooler line replaced; pan removed and filter cleaned; ATF drained and replaced.
Transmission was slipping slightly in second gear and car was stalling. Truck stop going into
reverse, repair would be to replace transmission to costly at this time. My Xterra died
transmission The torque converter had gone bad. These were adventurous vehicles, for
adventurous people. This mobile basecamp is powered by a hp 4. However, a problem with the
radiator design can cause all kinds of Nissan Xterra transmission problems, and many of them
can only be resolved with a remanufactured Xterra transmission. This can be caused by poor
maintenance, using the wrong type of transmission fluid, or one of several mechanical
problems. The hard shifting for example, can be the symptom of a failing clutch pack. While the
gear slippage could be the result of worn transmission bands or a bad shift solenoid. Any of
these problems could eventually leave you stranded on the side of the road. If this happens, the
contaminated transmission fluid can cause rapid wear to internal components like transmission
clutch seals and bands. The transmission cooler at the bottom of the radiator is supposed to
extract heat from the ATF. But since the OEM Nissan Xterra radiator already has issues with the
cooler passages, putting a heavy load on your gearbox can have catastrophic consequences. A
used Nissan Xterra transmission would be the cheapest option to get you back on the road.
Plus the typical junkyard warranty is only days, and it only covers the transmission, not the
labor. So if you do experience more problems, you could be looking at an even bigger bill in the
future. When you have a transmission rebuilt, a technician cleans everything, then replaces
seals, springs, and other internal components. In most situations, this will fix your Xterra
transmission problems. If you plan to keep your truck for a while, then you should probably
consider a remanufactured Nissan Xterra transmission from Street Smart Transmission. Every
Nissan RE5RO5A transmission is thoroughly examined for microscopic cracks and weak spots
that could affect its integrity in the long-run. If no problems are found, then all necessary
surfaces are machined, polished and painted. Then all of the internal components are replaced
with OEM-spec or upgrade parts. Plus, the Street Smart Transmission warranty will pay for labor
costs if something goes wrong, and it can be transferred if you sell your Xterra. Or you can click
here to check on the price and availability of a remanufactured Nissan Xterra transmission.
Remanufactured Nissan Xterra Transmissions. Option 2: Buy a Rebuilt Nissan Xterra RE5RO5A
transmission When you have a transmission rebuilt, a technician cleans everything, then
replaces seals, springs, and other internal components. Buy used Nissan transmission from our
network that offers up to a two-year warranty on qualified units! We carry a wide-ranging
catalog of used Nissan transmissions for all applications including gas and diesel engines. Buy
your used Nissan transmissions from us and save time and money. Purchase from us and get
an industry leading warranty on used engines and transmissions. Our used engines,
transmissions, Rear Axle, Transfer Case Assembly, and Suspension Cross Member K Frame are
covered under a 1-year wa
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rranty from the date of purchase, included for free! Search your perfect used engine and used
transmission on our website or in the catalog and if you can't find it then give us a call and we
will find perfect used engine and used transmission for you. You will be surprised at the prices
we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US. Select Year. Select Engine
Size. Search Transmission. Description : Automatic Transmission Nissan Pathfinder. Stock
Number : TCK. More Information. Description : Automatic Transmission Nissan Xterra. Fits :
Automatic Transmission; 4. Stock Number : TCI. Description : Automatic Transmission Nissan
Rogue. Description : Automatic Transmission Nissan Juke. Stock Number : TCL. Description :
Automatic Transmission Nissan Altima. Fits : Automatic Transmission; 2. You will be surprised
at the prices we quote, as we have a very large network of salvage yards in US To find the best
quality used engines and used transmission or submit inquiry from.

